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Algorithm and Model Development 

Carl Sovinec presented a numerical study on mixed spectral-element/Fourier basis functions for 
MHD.  NIMROD’s existing basis treats all expanded physical fields as continuous across 
element borders.  Its high order/spectral properties have been beneficial for resolving anisotropy 
and maintaining small divergence error, but convergence on interchange behavior for near-ideal 
conditions is problematic.  Eigenmode computations with the flexible CYL_SPEC code allow 
rapid testing of different possible expansions.  The 1D spectral element/Fourier cylindrical tests 
confirm convergence on local interchange modes (Suydam) from the unstable side when all 
fields of the first-order ideal MHD system for V, B, and p are continuous.  In contrast, making 
pressure and a scalar for div(B) discontinuous and one polynomial degree lower than the 
continuous vector expansions makes the system converge from the stable side, but this 
representation has unphysical stable modes.  Other possibilities are implications for NIMROD 
improvements are being considered. 

Joshua White of LLNL gave an introduction to stabilized finite element methods.  They are 
commonly used for advective and saddle-point (~divergence constraint) instabilities, and 
White’s talk focused on advection.  In general, stabilization uses separate trial and test spaces to 
improve stability through mesh-dependent diffusion while preserving conservation properties.  
Petrov-Galerkin methods shift the test space in the upwind direction, which modifies the 
standard test function ψ with a 
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v " #$  term.  Choosing a weight for the new term is a balance 
between preserving accuracy and keeping the formulation relatively simple.  Stabilization 
methods can still leave over- and under-shoot around steep gradients, and methods such as flux 
correction for monotonicity can be combined with stabilization.  White’s summary assessment is 
that stabilization methods work best in problems at an intermediate level of physical diffusion. 

Ben Jamroz of Tech-X presented a number of results on coupling nonlinear and linear solvers 
that are available through PETSc.  The nonlinear solves use PETSc’s SNES package with 
NIMROD rhs routines modified to compute the nonlinear residual of single-system Newton-
Krylov solves of all physical fields.  Precondition uses NIMROD’s semi-implicit operator, which 
is already closely related to Chacon’s physics-based preconditioner for MHD.  These nonlinear 
tests have been on real systems for 2D problems.  Solver options for linear systems are 
transferred via compressed sparse row storage, and complex systems are ‘unrolled’ into 
equivalent but larger real systems.  Timings show that the associated overhead costs are 
negligible in the optimized implementation, but solving the larger real system is an added cost 
for the PETSc solvers.  Despite this, the multi-frontal MUMPS sparse solver package shows 
better scaling and may be faster than SuperLU for large systems.  The algebraic multigrid 
package BoomerAMG has also been tested on anisotropic conduction using the PETSc/HYPRE 
connection.  It is competitive with direct solves in conditions where the anisotropy is not 
extreme. 

Chetan Jhurani of Tech-X is continuing work started by Travis Austin to develop new 
preconditioning strategies for spectral methods, which can generate large dense blocks.  The goal 
is to develop a good sparse approximation.  Test problems consider saddle-point problems that 
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Bx = 0.  Previous efforts to use 
eigenvectors of the stiffness matrix ran into practical issues with the prohibitive cost of finding 
the spectra of the dense blocks.  Jhurani is considering alternatives where a random vector is 
selected and others are constructed from it by orthogonalization.  In general, saddle-point 
problems are challenging.  There is some advantage to dealing with nonsymmetric problems, 
because they can be reordered into block saddle-point form. 
Thomas Jenkins reviewed the derivation of the quasi-linear operator as background for 
computing it directly from wave-field information.  Contrary to previous expectations, we will 
not be able to receive the QL op from GENRAY.  What’s available is the QL op after taking a 
flux-surface average.  We will need to evaluate the operator from a Fourier representation of the 
wave electric field.  The derivation is based on a separation of temporal scales between wave and 
MHD activity.  Applying ray tracing for the wave propagation also assumes a separation of 
spatial scales.  Jenkins has confirmed that even with MHD fluctuations, if scale separation holds, 
the form of the operator is unchanged from the standard derivation for a static and uniform 
background. 

Andrea Montgomery reported progress on verifying resistive wall mode computations and on 
implementing error fields together with a resistive wall.  On verification, previous growth-rate 
results had as much as 30% error with respect to an analytical computation.  This stemmed from 
using the infinite-aspect-ratio equilibrium profiles in the analytical computation.  Montgomery 
revised the analytics to include the slight variation in q(r), and agreement is now within 1% over 
parameter scans of the wall resistivity and the wall location.  Error fields from a surface outside 
the wall have been included as a source in the relations between electric field and magnetic field 
at the resistive wall.  She has also updated her modifications of NIMROD’s boundary conditions 
to handle nonlinear computations.  The first nonlinear computations can use 0<=n<=2 with and 
without axial flow.  There has also been progress for toroidal geometry.  Montgomery and Scott 
Kruger are working with Alex Pletzer of Tech-X, and his GRIN code will generate the matrix 
coefficients for magnetic potential at one wall position induced by magnetic field at every other 
position along the wall.  Distribution of matrix rows for parallelization and data formatting are 
among details that are being sorted. 

Eric Held presented recent modifications to his continuum computations for the drift kinetic 
equation.  He has generalized the pitch-angle expansion to allow spectral finite elements for 
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" # v|| /v .  Unlike Legendre polynomials, pitch-angle scattering couples the FE basis functions, 
but they allow nonuniform meshing and better convergence properties on the velocity-space 
boundary between trapped and passing particles.  Held has implemented the required coupling 
matrix and is considering the coupling in the speed variable for the full Coulomb collision 
operator.  He has tested the new representation on the sound-wave phase mixing problem of 
Hammett, et al. ’94.  The velocity-space solution is oscillatory, but moments decay in time.  Next 
steps include parallelization of the implementation and application to the Landau resonance 
problem, the hot-particle benchmark, the bootstrap current benchmark with NEO, and the giant 
sawtooth problem. 

Jeong-Young Ji provided a review of his general moment computations, showing how different 
aspects of the work fit into a broad context.  A few points from the review are that he has worked 
with the full Coulomb collision operator, and it is represented in moment form.  Analytical 
solutions for the uniform-plasma case have been published this year in Phys. Rev. E.  Parallel 



closures for spatially wandering magnetic field are in integral form and allow arbitrary 
collisionality.  Different velocity space moments are always coupled by velocity-space 
derivatives.  When stopping at a finite number of terms, relations for couplings to higher 
moments in terms of the kept moments are closures.  Coefficients for collisional closures 
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vth" |# |<<1( ) have been derived and the new fitting formulas have less than 1% error over the 
entire range of magnetization.  Terms that tend to converge slowly are off-diagonal in the 
moment representation, and they can be verified with their behavior in the Lorentz model.  Ji has 
also found that while electron-ion collisions can be important for ions in conditions with Ti>>Te, 
the major contributions are exactly cancelled by temporal derivatives of Ti.  Future work includes 
implementation of higher moment systems in NIMROD and implementing the new closure 
relations for high collisionality. 
Jianhua Cheng presented development and applications of his second-order hybrid kinetic MHD 
model with Lorentz ions.  The base version uses fluid electrons with a generalized Ohm’s law 
that includes electron inertia.  The method solves an implicit equation for electric field together 
with an implicit δf equation.  The implicit computation iterates changes in the electron number 
density and in magnetic field.  Tests include tearing in a Harris-sheet equilibrium with uniform 
guide field.  The current sheets are 1-2 ion gyroradii in width, and linear growth rates are found 
to scale like η3/5.  Nonlinear computations run through saturation with one or more unstable 
modes retained by resolution of the periodic coordinate; greater resolution may be needed to 
represent stable modes.  Nonlinear island evolution has been compared/contrasted with 
Rutherford evolution.  The version with drift-kinetic electrons is also being tested. 

Charlson Kim gave an informal report of the recent NERSC meeting for future computing needs.  
The next large machine will likely have hybrid processors that include GPUs.  We should expect 
that the largest memory per core will be about 1/2 Gb.  NERSC is still advocating a combination 
of MPI and OpenMP.  Kim has provided a suggestion that NERSC holds coding camps to focus 
on converting the important simulation tools being used by the different scientific communities. 
Applications 

Simon Woodruff gave an overview of the compact torus research at Woodruff Scientific and 
how NIMROD is being used to support it.  Four machines are in operation or under design: the 
Pulsed Buildup Experiment, the Adiabatic Compression Experiment, the Spheromak Turbulence 
Experiment, and the Maga-Amp Compression Heating Experiment.  The experiments are 
supported by DOE SBIR grants and through private funding.  The scientific program aims to 
develop various aspects of non-inductive startup and sustainment for CTs.  NIMROD is being 
used as a design tool to predict favorable parameters for capacitor banks and other hardware.  
Nathan Mattor and Giovanni Cone are active in the simulation work, and many jobs are typically 
running or in the queue for their local cluster or at NERSC.  Web-based job monitoring has been 
implemented to help organization.  WSI would like to have the capability to use CAD 
information directly in meshing, and they are investigating use of the CUBIT program for 
meshing.  Woodruff showed simulation results for coils forcing merger of spheromaks in PBX 
and initial results for outboard injection in ACE. 
Valerie Izzo presented an update on her runaway electron confinement studies for Alcator 
CMOD, DIII-D and ITER.  Experimental results for disruption induced by Ar pellets in CMOD 
are different than those from DIII-D in terms of worse RE confinement in C-Mod, which 
suggests poor scaling for ITER.  Izzo’s simulations have either pellet-like initial conditions with 



centrally peaked Ar profiles or massive gas injection-like edge-peaked profiles.  The simulations 
indicate that all REs are lost due to MHD activity.  Simulations of DIII-D are being conducted to 
compare RE confinement in diverted and limited plasmas.  Eigenmode computations from 
GATO indicate that n=1 modes peaked on axis result from fitted profiles with low RE 
confinement, and n=1 peaked off axis result with high RE confinement.  NIMROD results for 
shot 137611 find that n=1 B perturbations peaked off axis have little effect on REs, but later n=2 
acitivity does.  Izzo will also check cases where GATO shows an on-axis peak.  For limited DIII-
D cases, she is comparing simulated RE strike points with results from hard X-ray signals.  Both 
show a signal that propagates toroidally.  Initial ITER simulations with 0<=n<=5 and starting 
from pellet-like Ar profiles show results that are not similar to those for CMOD and DIII-D.  RE 
are almost all confined and thermalized despite largely stochastic fields.  Numerical resolution of 
the separatrix needs to be checked, however. 

Dylan Brennan is continuing the study of energetic particles on resistive MHD.  For reversed-
shear q profiles with qmin approaching 1, there is a large non-resonant 1/1 component that 
promotes energetic particle responses.  The 2/1 component shows rotation with significant δf 
distortion near the trapped-passing boundary.  As the mode approaches ideal instability, there is a 
strong change in growth rate wrt the hot particle fraction.  Brennan is also considering hybrid 
cases with qmin slightly above 1, comparing PEST spectra with NIMROD results.  Profiles that 
have both tearing and interchange show a resistive-MHD stability boundary where modes 
suddenly jump to finite growth rate when they become unstable.  With hot particles and a 
slowing-down distribution that is matched to experimental parameters, the particles destabilize 
the resistive MHD through nonresonant 1/1 coupling for the 2/1 mode and similarly through 2/2 
for the 3/2 mode.  Experiments evolve into this particle-destabilized regime. 

Dalton Schnack gave an update on his study of MHD stability in D3D shot 96043, which has 
qmin slightly less than unity.  [Brennan commented that in general, 100k+ numbered shots tend to 
have much better diagnostics and more reliably fit equilibria.]  The discharge shows normal 
sawteeth until RF is applied when it transitions to giant sawtoothing mode (cycle is extended in 
time and amplitude wrt normal sawteeth).  Schnack is considering the 1900 ms profile, which is 
when MHD is most stabilized by kinetic effects.  Linear computations run with a vacuum are 
dominated by high-n edge modes, which would hinder nonlinear evolution.  Placing the 
simulation wall at Ψ95 still shows edge modes, but they can be stabilized with large edge 
viscosity.  Ideal computations with the close wall show n=1 and 2 unstable, in addition to n>9.  
Resistive computations have more modes that seems to show three regimes: resistive dominated, 
asymptotic, and resistivity independent growth that has been interpreted as truncation error 
diffusion.  A nonlinear computation with edge-peaked viscosity finds n=1 to be the dominant 
mode with others nonlinearly driven.  Two-fluid linear computations show large-n being further 
destabilized.  This is not understood.  [The bug found by Howell, described below, may be the 
cause.] 
Jacob King presented recent results from his study of two-fluid tearing and saturation for RFP-
relevant pinch profiles with uniform pressure.  For a mode that is the equivalent of the m=1, n=6 
mode at R/a=3, linear computations show electron fluid separation with cold ions.  With warm 
ions, there is an intermediate regime where gyroviscosity reduces the growth rate.  King has 
examined the GV force in detail.  Its radial component is dominated by 
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numerical diagnostics.  The parallel vorticity includes a curvature-like GV contribution that 
gives a new 
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"#-like contribution.  Adding this to a reduced two-fluid tearing dispersion relation 
leads to 
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5 .  This has the right trend, but the parallel component of the curl of 

the GV force is three times larger than this curvature term, according to numerical diagnostics.  
Numerical diagnostics also show that while isotropic viscosity is non-negligible, its effect does 
not change with ρs, like the two-fluid terms.  Nonlinearly, island saturation occurs at widths 
smaller than the MHD result only with warm ions.  Here, the ion flows are phase-shifted by 90o.  
Multi-helicity two-fluid computations at S=80,000 and Pm=1 are achieving reversal and showing 
mode coupling. 

Bonita Burke’s presentation on peeling-mode theory, and comparison with simulation, was given 
by Ping Zhu.  This study extends Zhu’s high-n ballooning analysis to low-n peeling.  The new 
study is based on ideal MHD in Lagrangian form, and the only small parameter is 
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The second-order equation provides information on flow shear.  Considering low-β helps 
simplify the system, and nonlinear flow shear is found in an explicit form from a quasi-linear-
like computation.  This flow shear does not appear in the ballooning analysis.  Nonlinear 
NIMROD simulations have been run for both peeling-dominant and ballooning-dominant cases 
for comparison.  In contrast to the ballooning cases, growth rates in peeling cases slow as the 
mode goes into the intermediate nonlinear regime.  Here, the shearing rate becomes comparable 
with the growth rate of the mode.  Multi-helicity and single-helicity cases show similar behavior.  
The ballooning cases do not show any slowing of the growth rate until after the intermediate 
nonlinear regime is passed.  Another aspect of the study is a comparison of late-nonlinear results 
with those published from the JOREK code.  Burke notes that the spectrum is sensitive 
temperature in the edge, which affects the balance of ballooning vs. peeling behavior due to 
resistive effects.  With edge temperatures of around 100 eV, peeling is important, and a filament 
accelerates at the midplane to speeds comparable to DIII-D observations.  The JOREK results 
had a colder edge, and saturation occurs in the late nonlinear stage without a filament, due to 
diffusion. 
Ping Zhu also gave a brief description of a new study of resonant magnetic perturbation that is 
motivated by experimental results from DIII-D.  Previous NIMROD computations of RMP were 
performed by Izzo and show convective cells that pump mass out of the confinement region.  
Zhu’s study will also use global equilibria, but he is looking for interaction between RMP fields 
and ballooning with and without flow.  His initial computations use ballooning-unstable circular 
tokamak equilibria that are unstable to ballooning, and RMP is applied as a boundary condition 
on magnetic field.  He finds that static RMP causes all components in a nonlinear computation to 
grow and saturate, and this creates a stochastic layer in the edge. 
Mark Schlutt provided an update on his study of pressure-driven activity in stellarators.  
Laboratory results from W7-AS and LHD show that the predicted MHD instabilities do not 
destroy the plasma.  The equilibrium fields change in response to these instabilities, which 
results in a beta-limiting effect.  The working hypothesis is that 3D fields make the configuration 
more robust.  To investigate this, Schlutt is performing computations for cylindrical stellarators 
that have either pure m=2, n=2 helical symmetry or spoiled symmetry, and heating leads to 
pressure gradients that can drive MHD.  The heating profiles are aligned with the initial fields, 
and vary linearly from the magnetic axis to the separatrix.  With the symmetric fields and on-axis 
rotational transform just above 1/2, the pressure builds until a large mode makes the outer region 



stochastic.  With perturbed symmetry, results appear to be similar with maximum β of 
approximately 4%.  Another case has rotational transform less than 0.4 on axis and the heating is 
more localized.  With symmetry, this case achieves 12% β, while a perturbed case only achieves 
3%.  This seems contrary to expectations, but it is possible that the most unstable modes are not 
getting excited in the symmetric computation. 

Joshua Sauppe presented initial work in a new study of oscillating-field current drive for RFPs.  
The long-term goal is to determine scaling with temperature, including two-fluid effects.  The 
initial work revisits edge current drive from Bellan’s wave-beating model and how that fits with 
Boozer’s general anti-dynamo theorem.  The model considers compressional Alfvén waves and a 
purely diffusive mode.  The beating is a quasilinear effect from the velocity of the compressional 
wave and the magnetic field of the diffusive mode.  The current drive is localized to a skin depth, 
but it has a steady component and can be significant in size with large edge resistivity and low 
wave frequency.  Sauppe has investigated this with boundary value problems in a bounded 
domain and with initial-value (in space) problems for a semi-infinite domain.  In addition to 
parallel current drive, perpendicular current is also induced.  NIMROD computations produce 
expected fluctuation scalings with surface drive amplitude, and both net parallel current and 
pinching from perpendicular current are observed.  Changes in induced current with changing 
phase between the two drives are consistent with expectations from the analytics. 
Eric Howell gave an update on his investigation of possible two-fluid effects in decaying 
spheromaks.  His previous work used equilibria generated with NIMEQ.  Although the profiles 
are similar to profiles found in simulations, they produce fast ideal modes that seem to have little 
sensitivity to the Hall effect and gyroviscosity.  A new approach is to generate profiles with 
nonlinear simulations and use these profiles for linear analysis.  He will also consider possible 
effects from evolving electron temperature separately.  Howell has updated the SSPX-specific 
mesh generation to allow use of GLL polynomials.  Other modifications have been combined 
with the most recent NIMUW code.  Evolution with the new code differs a little, but the new 
computations do not use the old hard density floor modification.  A related study is to investigate 
NIMROD’s numerical representation of drift waves.  This is motivated by a cylindrical 
benchmark, which showed an unexpected mode, possibly a numerically unstable drift wave, at 
large Hall parameter.  Howell is using the Coppi, Rosenbluth, Sagdeev paper to set-up NIMROD 
computations to check drift waves.  In the process, he identified an extraneous term in 
NIMROD’s computation of the 
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presentation).  The extra term leads to an artificial instability at large drift speed. 
Schnack presented Ivan’s Khalzov’s modeling of two plasma dynamo experiments at the 
University of Wisconsin; Cary Forest is the PI of the experimental efforts.  Motivation for the 
plasma experiments is that unlike liquid metal, it is possible to have relatively large magnetic 
Reynolds numbers with moderate fluid Reynolds numbers.  Non-MHD effects may be important 
in the plasma experiments, and it is tractable to simulate actual parameters.  Both experiments 
(one cylindrical in operation, the other spherical and being designed) use permanent external 
magnets to create cusp edge magnetic fields and electrodes to induce tangential 
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specified profiles.  Khalzov’s simulations use the isothermal closure, which is not unrealistic for 
the interior of the two devices.  Previous computational work by Adam Bayliss provided 
modeling of the cusp fields and electrostatic biasing, with rigid and von Karman flows 
demonstrated numerically.  Khalzov is using simplified flows to facilitate linear and nonlinear 
computations.  He has verified Kelvin Helmholtz modes linearly and has run extensive nonlinear 



parameter scans to investigate where magnetic field growth (dynamo) occurs in Rm vs. Re space 
for both configurations.  At low Re, there is only axisymmetric flow and no dynamo.  At large 
Re and low Rm, there is asymmetric flow but no dynamo.  At large Re and Rm, there is 
asymmetric flow and dynamo.  With the Hall effect, the eigenmodes for magnetic field change, 
and there are some cases that produce dynamo for parameters where it does not occur for MHD. 
Team Topics 

Peter Messmer of Tech-X gave an introduction to scientific computing with GPUs.  He is part of 
the group that wrote the GPULIB library for general programming of GPUs.  Motivation for 
using GPUs is that single processors with GPU hardware have hit TFlop performance with single 
precision, and double precision is catching up.  To distinguish the graphical units, CPUs are 
designed to handle a variety of tasks with out-of-order processes and branching.  This is aided by 
having lots of cache and control hardware.  In contrast, GPUs have small cache and little control, 
being designed mostly for arithmetic processing.  They do have large bandwidth between their 
processor and their memory, but the bandwidth to the host CPU is very small.  Effective 
programming therefore requires a unique strategy.  Messmer noted that GPU parallelism is 
hierarchical, and execution is broken into blocks.  Communication is fast only within a block.  
When programming, variable declarations include an attribute that states whether the memory is 
within a GPU address space.  Messmer has considered the most intensive computations for 
NIMROD: serial FFTs, small dense matrices, and large sparse matrices.  GPU speedup is likely 
for the FFTs, may be possible on the small dense matrices, and unlikely for the large sparse 
matrices. 
Ping Zhu gave examples of profiling information that he obtained when attending the CScADS 
workshop.  The profiling tools are the TAU and HPCToolkit programs, which are useful for 
seeing timings in different ways. 

Scott Kruger gave an update on his view of FSP as the head of the disruptions science driver.  
The expectations are that in the first funded year, FSP will get approximately $8M, with $5M 
being new and the rest coming from budgets of the proto-FSPs that will be rolled into FSP.  An 
important recent development is that essentially all MHD simulation is being given to the 
disruption science driver, whether or not it is directly related to disruption.  Also, Kruger’s view 
is that FSP planning is now being driven by the science driver activity. 


